CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

This chapter presents the summary of the previous chapters and suggestions for the lecturers of Writing IV, the students who are taking Writing IV, teaching learning activity about discussion texts and further studies.

51. Summary

A discussion text is a text type in which the writer presents two opposing positions or two different points of view about a controversial issue in balanced way. The writer can state his/her opinion whether he/she agrees or disagrees in the last of paragraph or conclusion paragraph. The link will help the writer to add or introduce the points. There are several types of transitional signals; addition, cause, comparison, concession, clarification, conclusion, contrast, emphasis, result, reason or premise, sequence, example, time, and place. Being aware of the importance of transitional
signals in a discussion text and realizing that there are many types of transitional signals that students may choose and use to construct their text unity and coherently, the writer carry out the study under report. She analyzes the discussion texts of the fifth semester students of the English Department of Widya Mandala Surabaya Catholic University to see what types of transitional signals are used and which types of transitional signals are most frequently used in their discussion texts. The writer conducted a qualitative study in which there is no hypothesis tested but it deals with discussion text. The underlying concept use in this study is the concept of discussion text and transitional signals. In analyzing the source of data, the writer underlined the transitional signals that occurred in the text. Then, she identified the types of transitional signals. The writer used some analysis tables (see set Table 4.1 until table 4.6) to help her describe the types of transitional signals are encountered and which types of transitional signals are most frequently used in discussion texts.
Analyzing the discussion texts of eighteen students in C1 class, the writer found that 75 transitional signals are encountered in discussion texts and from those transitional signals, it can be classified into 8 types of transitional signals. They are reason addition, conclusion, contrast, comparison, emphasis, example, reason/premise, and result. From those types, reason or premise (27.43%) is the most frequently used in discussion texts. For signaling reason or premise signals, most of students used because (21.23%). The writer also reclassified the findings into transitional signals showing arguments for and those showing arguments against. The most type of transitional signals frequently used in arguments for in the discussion texts is reason/premise signals. The expression of reason/premise signals for showing arguments for the issue is because occurred twenty three times out of sixty six and the percentage is 34.88%. Reason/premise signals is also the most type of transitional signals encountered in arguments against the issue in discussion texts under study. The expression is because with occurrence twenty five times out of sixty times and the
percentage is 41.66%. And the transitional signals used as a bridge between arguments for and arguments against are on the other hand (42.85%), but (14.28%), although (14.28%), for some other people they think that... (14.28%), and other against those arguments (14.28%).

5.2 Suggestions

In line with the findings and discussion of the findings, the writer would like to give some suggestions to the Writing IV lecturers, the fifth semester students of the English Department of Widya Mandala Surabaya Catholic University especially the students who are taking Writing IV, and teaching learning activity about discussion text.

First, the lecturers of Writing IV are highly expected to teach how to use transitional signals in shaping their organization of discussion text and teach various the transitional signals while they are teaching about transitional signals. Besides, the lecturer should give more practices regularly to make the students get the habit of using the transitional signals correctly.
Second, the fifth semester students who are taking Writing IV have to read the example of discussion texts more. So they will know various transitional signals and be able to apply some varieties of types of transitional signals and make it into good discussion texts. Besides, they have to be more creative in using transitional signals.

For the next study, because of the writer's limitation time and energy, she expects that in the future there will be other researchers willing to conduct research on discourse analysis, especially in the transitional signals in the discussion text. Thus, further researchers could be conducted the appropriateness of transitional signals in discussion texts. The present study observed the types of transitional signal are used and which types of transitional signals are most frequently used in the discussion text.

The last, the writer hopes this study could be a good reference for the readers and especially for the lecturer and the students who are taking Writing IV to improve their ability in writing discussion texts.
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